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Abstract
Speech coding by indexation has proven to lower the rate
of speech compression drastically. Based on the Automatic
Language Independent Speech Processing (A.L.I.S.P) approach
that automatically segments the speech signal ([1]), we studied
the possibility of optimising this rate as well as the quality of
re-synthetised signal, by using the text information correspond-
ing to the speech signal, and by implementing a new segmenta-
tion method. This led to the speech alignment with its phonetic
transcription and the use of polyphones, to finally increase out-
put speech quality while keeping a bitrate between 400bits/s
and 600bits/s. Typically, this can be used to store recorded
alpha-numeric books for blind people, or compressing recorded
courses for e-learning. Cell phone applications could also be
considered.

1. Introduction
The main goal of this work was on one side the implementa-
tion a new speech segmentation in the A.L.I.S.P (Automatic
Language-Independent Speech Processing) system developped
at E.N.S.T ([1]), and on the other side the improvement of the
efficiency of the system, exploiting text information.

Indeed, a problem with the current A.L.I.S.P system is the
segmentation step : Temporal Decomposition to extract coher-
ent segments from the speech signal implied segmentation on
particularly instables zones (stability will be discussed later in
this paper, in section 4.1). Thus, acoustical result of the con-
catenation in those zones was not satisfying, so we explored
another way of segmentation by cutting segments, on opposite,
on stable zones. This approach, first implemented by Baverel
([2]), increased drastically the quality of output speech.

Assuming we know which text is said, either by automati-
cally recognising it or because it is given a priori in specific ap-
plications, it is possible to align the speech signal with its pho-
netic transcription, and to use language-specific knowledge to
recognise segments as ”polyphones” : sequences of N phones,
typically � � � � �, and ���� � ��. We exploit here the
work of Frédéric Bimbot on french polyphones ([3]).

After a brief overview of the main steps of the system (sec-
tion 2), we will explain in detail each part of the process (sec-
tion 3 to section 6). Then, the bitrate will be studied in section
7, and a comment on the quality of the new synthetized speech
will be discussed. As a conclusion, we will suggest some im-
provements to get more robust algorithms.

2. Main principles
In a compression process based on segmental indexation, before
any coding operation, a reference database of acoustic segments
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d be created, that will be present in the coder and in the
er. This implies the availability of a consequent amount

ysical memory on both sides.
First, the training process builds up a database (DB) com-
from a large amount of data called corpus, by extracting
tic segments, classifying them and storing the most rele-
nes.
Then the coding process segments with the same method
eech file to be coded and recognizes each segment as be-

ng to one class of the DB. Each segment is compared to all
sentants of its class in the database and the closest one is
n. Thus, the transmission data for one segment will only
st of a reference to the representant in the DB, and some
nformation tracing the differences between this represen-
nd the original segment.
Last, the decoding process : assuming the decoder has the
DB on its side, the representants identified by the trans-

d data are modified, concatenated and finally resynthetized
ech.

e 1: The main steps of the compression process: training
entation, classification), coding (segmentation, recogni-

choice of best example) and decoding (concatenation, syn-
)

3. Parametrization of signal
r experiments, the original speech files are sampled at
z Mono with a 16bits resolution.

Harmonic Plus Noise Model (H.N.M.)

ystem uses the ”Harmonic plus Noise Model” for the voice
l, i.e. speech is represented as the sum of a harmonic part



and a stochastic noise (see [4]). The signal is parametrized ev-
ery 5ms. Each frame is represented by 12 harmonics param-
eters, 16 noise parameters, plus mean-energy and pitch (fun-
damental frequency) for the voiced frames. In the algorithm,
HNM parameters are also used to extract Line Spectrum Fre-
quencies (L.S.F) coefficients and cepstral coefficients. Acous-
tic segments will be stored in the database as LSF coefficients.
The cepstral form of the coefficients is only used on the coding
side, for the segmentation and for the alignment between two
segments.

For a voice with reduced dynamics, the HNM analysis and
synthesis is quasi-transparent. Tested on many differents speak-
ers, the restituded speech proves to be very close to the original
speech.

3.2. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (M.F.C.C.)

The HTK (Hidden Markov Models Toolkit, [5]) in its version
3.1 was used to perform a forced alignment between speech sig-
nal and its phonetic transcription. For this operation, signal is
parametrised as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC).
This parametrisation was done by the HCopy tool of HTK.
The phonetic transcription of french text was produced by the
”grapheme to phoneme” method developped by F. Yvon ([8]).

4. Segmentation and Classification
The same segmentation process is used both for training and
coding, combining a segmentation on cepstral-stability zones
and the labelling of speech as phonemes.

4.1. Cepstral Stability

To determine instants of best cepstral stability, a cepstral sta-
bility curve is calculated as follow: for each frame of the sig-
nal (parametrised as HNM with coefficients of cepstral form),
a weighted euclidian distance is computed between the cur-
rent frame and the K-preceding and K-following ones. Weights
are increasing with the interdistance, and also for high-energy
frames. K is an integer paramater which value appears to be
relevant around 4. This leads for each frame to a numerical
estimation of its ”instability”. A segmentation of speech is per-
formed selecting the minima of the curve, taking into account
a minimal threshold between two following instants. A corre-
spondance clearly appears on the speech cepstra : segmentation
instants are mostly located on the middle of vowels, before ex-
plosion of plosives, and so on.

4.2. Phone labelling

Since we assume to know the text pronounced by the speaker,
and also its phonetic transcription, it is possible to align the
speech signal and its transcription, using Hidden Markov Mod-
els of french phonemes previously adapted to the BREF cor-
pus (a large multi-locutor speech database). The system here
uses the Viterbi algorithm implemented by the tool HVite from
HTK to make a forced-alignment between transcription and sig-
nal. This results in a labelling of speech in phones, that can be
intersected with the previous segmentation on cepstraly-stable
instants.

4.3. Final segmentation

Thus, the system will extract segments from stable instant to
stable instant, deciding to cut only once per phoneme. Seg-
ments are named by the phonemes they are composed of : typ-
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, two consecutive segments respectively end and begin by
me phoneme. For example, one can obtain segments like
+A, A+D+E, E+C, C+L, and so on (cf. Fig.2). See also

atistics on the segments for our corpus in section 4.4.

e 2: The speech segmentation (third line) results of the
ection of segmentation on cepstraly stable zones (first line)
honeme labelling of speech (second line).

Classification

lassification of segments is simply name-based. Each
contains a random number of representants depending on
rpus analyzed during the training process. Bimbot in his
([3]), using combinatory laws and deleting cases exploit-
owledge on french phonemes sets, foresaw the possibility
ping only about 3300 different polyphones. For the train-

ep, on 1h15 of speech recorded by the professional female
er Cathy (from ELAN Informatique), the system obtains
segments, which are then classified into 3617 classes. On

ge, each segment consists of 20 frames, i.e. 100ms. How-
47% of the classes contain only one representant : when
g sequence of phonemes does not exhibit stable instant,

will produce polyphones of n-phonemes with n greater
or 4. An improvement could be automatically obtained

splitting those segments into bi- or tri- sounds to reduce
umber of ”long-named” classes containing only one rep-
tant. Table 1 shows statistics on the repartition of classes
presentants.

N C R
1 47% 3,5%
2 to 10 33% 9,3%
11 to 100 15% 36,7%
101 to 1000 4% 42%
more than 1000 ”silence” class 7,5%

1: Repartition of classes and representants in the DB. N
number of representants per class, C is the percentage
sses containing N representants reported to all classes,

is the percentage of the representants in those classes
ted to all representants.

DB limitation

useful to lower the size of the database, e.g. for mo-
hone application where physical memory will be limited.
segment of the database is passed through the whole cod-
ecoding process and, instead of selecting the closest one



(which is obviously the segment itself), the routine selects the
second closest representant : by this way, we obtain a frequency
of selection for each representant. By deleting the unused seg-
ments, the size of DB is consequently divided by two. Further-
more, keeping a fixed number of segments in each class, e.g. by
keeping the most selected ones, can lower much more the size
of the database, but the quality of output speech is spoiled very
rapidly.

5. Coding
The speech signal to be coded is segmented as previously ex-
plained. Since the classification is phone-based, class is fully
determined by the phones that compose each segment. Once a
known class corresponds to every segment of the file to code,
Dynamic Time Warping (see original Sakoe and Chiba [6]) is
performed for each segment between the original one and all
the representants of the class. Dynamic Time Warping consists
of finding the best path through a network composed by the
two sequences to compare. It gives a numerical estimation of
the distance between two segments of different lengths, and the
best path establishes a correspondance between each frame of
the original and a frame of the example. The representant which
has the smaller distance is selected and the dtw-path to this rep-
resentant can be communicated to the decoder. But to keep the
bitrate very low, the DTW algorithm is used only on the cod-
ing side to find the closest representant. For this reason, we
also improved the algorithm by setting a new constraint on the
slope of the path so that it keeps closer to the diagonal path (see
also decoding section). Fig 3 shows the paths computed by the
old algorithm and by the new one. More, our new algorithm is
faster, since we compute the cumulated distance at less nodes
of the network.

Thus a sample code contains for each segment : the position
of the first frame of the segment, its length, the class and the
number of the best representant in this class, and the original
prosody, that is, the energy and the pitch.
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Dtw−Path with slope constraint
Diagonal articificial path
Dtw−Path without slope constraint

Figure 3: Dynamic Time Warping : finding the best path through
a network. We compare here the path computed by the old AL-
ISP algorithm (without slope constraint), the artificial diagonal
path that will be used on the decoder side, and the new path
computed by our algorithm.

If a polysound for one segment is not found in the database,
that is, no occurence of such segment was extracted during
training, a routine of re-segmentation splits this segment into
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ent combinations of polyphones and search for the best
n the database : since most unknown segments are likely
long polyphones, and if the training data is long enough,
ossible to find a combination of existing classes of bi- or
ounds in the database to recompose the same polysound.
outine automatically determines the best combination us-
TW distance between original segment and every possible
ng combination. Then, the DTW path allows to place a
egmentation instant inside the original segment.

6. Decoding

ecoding section is simple : for each segment, the represen-
s aligned close to the original thank to the diagonal dtw-
and the correction gain factors and pitch interpolation are
d (see section 7). All segments are concatenated to form a
NM file. Speech is then synthetized with those new HNM
eters. In this sense, the decoder program could be assimi-

to a Text-to-Speech program using the prosody of an origi-
cording to give more liveness to speech. The simplicity of
coding stage can be useful for any broadcast mobile appli-
processed on lightweight terminals which cannot handle
memory usage.

7. Bitrate

Reference to the representant

itrate needed for referring one segment to its class is di-
linked to the number of classes. Thus, coding the identi-

f the class on 11bits will be enough : the maximum num-
classes is 4096, which is more than what was foreseen in

n 4.4 (generally about 3500 classes).

e chose to code the reference of the representant inside a
on N bits, N a number depending on each class; N is de-
offline from the number of representants for each class. A
e mean-value of the number of representants per class, ex-
g the ”singletons” (classes containing only one represen-
gives 13 representants per class for our corpus, which sug-
coding this identifier on 4 bits. By studying precisely the
nt of each class and deducing the bits needed for each class
ding the singletons, where 0 bit will be needed to code the

sentant), we obtain an average of 4.2 bits/segment. Taking
ngletons into account gives an average of 1.9bits. How-
it is likely that this rate should be greater, since the fre-

classes are also those containing most segments. In our
iment, coding all the test files gives an average bitrate of
/segments for this parameter. We may expect better re-
using coding (e.g. Huffman) which take into account class
encies.

he reference to the database segment can thus be coded on
	
�������� � ������� � ���������.

Segment Length and Dtw-Path

riginal length can be compared to the length of the repre-
nt. One bit for the sign of the difference, and 5 bits for its
are enough for this parameter. So coding the length then
a bitrate of 	��������	
���. We choose not to transmit

tw-path, taking only the diagonal path to align represen-
ngth on original length on the decoder side.



7.3. Coding of the prosody

The pitch and energy of each frame cannot be transmitted with-
out quantization to the decoder, otherwise the initial bitrate goal
will be overwhelmed. The principle of their coding follows :
for the energy, a unique correction gain factor is transmitted per
segment instead of one per frame, re-adjusting the representant
to be closer to the original. For the pitch, a linear interpolation
of pitch trajectory is computed.

Two gain correction terms are sent, one of the noise part
and one for the harmonic part. These two parameters are sent
on 7bits each, to keep enough precision.

The interpolation of pitch allows to transmit for one seg-
ment only the mean-value and the slope coefficient  given by
the following relation :

���
 � � � �� �
 � ����
,

where ���
 is the pitch of the original at frame � and ����

the pitch of representant at frame �. The parameter � is not
transmitted, because the mean-value of ���
 is transmitted, and
the mean-value of ����
 is available offline. Coding the mean-
value on 7bits, to have enough precision, and the parameter 
on 3bits gives good results.

So the definitive mean-bitrate for this coder is 470bits/s.
See table 2 for details.

Parameter bits/segment
Name of class 11
Number of rep. 6
Length of rep. 6
Gains correctors 14
Pitch mean-value 7
Interpolation parameter a 3
Total 47

Table 2: Bitrate needed for each parameter for one segment

8. Results
For each hearing test, we present to listeners our new coded
and decoded speech, the HNM analyzed and synthetized ver-
sion, the old A.L.I.S.P. version, and the original Wav file. As
expected, comparing results of the old A.L.I.S.P system which
used Temporal Decomposition, and results of this system, the
concatenation between segments sounds much better and the
global hearing intelligibility is increased. Tests were made on
two examples : the voice of Cathy (professionnal speaker) read-
ing sentences of french newspaper Le Monde and also the voice
of André Dussolier (French actor) reading Victor Hugo’s book
Notre-Dame de Paris([7]). These tests have shown the feasi-
bility of such a program, by giving very good results with the
voice of Cathy (its phonetic transcription is very close to the
pronounced speech), but also its limits and the improvements to
be done : indeed, the voice of André Dussolier involved prob-
lems. This voice is very dynamic in terms of frequency and en-
ergy. Most, in this case a lot of usually purely voiced frames are
very noisy compared to an average french speaker. This implies
a lot of errors in phonetic labellings as well as misbehaviour of
HNM synthesis, which is not as transparent as expected. To im-
prove the system, we will have to focus on generalisation and
improvement of HNM implementation, and also on the robust-
ness of phone-labelling.
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9. Conclusion
ndexation of polyphones segmented on cepstraly-stable in-

drastically improves the quality of resynthetized speech
l, above all in terms of intelligibilty. However, it requires a
t alignment between speech and its phonetic transcription,
y speaker and any language. Since the decoder is appar-
to a Text-To-Speech system, it could also be interesting to

h for patterns of prosody into the sequences of polyphones
coder side, and eventually link them to pre-defined ”emo-
.
pplications of this compression to recorded books could
ce their accessibility to blind people, and create a se-
roadcast system on the internet : since the user needs the

ase of the speaker to actually listen to the book, a system
ich the database is billed and sold on a single compact disc
e developped, then every coded book can be downloaded
ly through the network, and charged free or very cheap.
an even imagine to sell a CD containing the integrality of
ork of an author, or a collection of great workpieces of lit-
re, etc. It would also be very simple to link the code with
o perform a synchronisation of the text with the reading,
or example project it on a big screen for partially-sighted
ns. Broadcast on cellular phones could also be thought of,
y sending voice messages on the SMS channel.
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